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ABSTRACT 
With the ever-increasing development of multimedia requests, protection is a vital subject in contact 
and storage of pictures, and encryption is one the methods to safeguard security. Picture encryption 
methods endeavor to change early picture to one more picture that is hard to understand; to retain 
the picture confidential amid users, in supplementary word, it is vital that nobody might become to 
understand the content lacking a key for decryption. Furthermore, distinct and reliable protection in 
Storage and transmission of digital pictures is demanded in countless requests, such  as cable-TV, 
online confidential photograph album, health imaging arrangements, martial picture contact and 
confidential video sessions, etc. In order to fulfill such a task, countless picture encryption methods 
have been proposed. The encryption portion can be requested by employing an easy design that 
merely consists of frank mathematical procedures (AND, OR, XOR, XNOR, advancing, swapping). 
The Algorithm outperformed all the picture encryption algorithms encompassing RSA. Even the 
period intricacy of the algorithm is enhanced considerably, the algorithm is in finished 2-3x faster 
than RSA established Picture Encryption .  

Keywords: Security, Image encryption, Block based Ciphers, Chaotic systems. 

 
1 .CRYPTOGRAPHY 

Cryptography [1] is the science of employing mathematics to encrypt and decrypt data. Cryptography enables 

you to store sensitive data or send it across insecure webs (like the Internet) so that it cannot be elucidate by 

anybody except the aimed recipient.  The consequence of forceful cryptography is cipher text that is extremely 

tough to decipher lacking ownership of the appropriate decoding tool. One should contemplate, next, that 

forceful cryptography should grasp up rather well opposing even a tremendously ambitious cryptanalyst. Who’s 

truly to say? No one has proven that the strongest encryption obtainable nowadays will grasp up below 

tomorrow’s computing manipulation. 

1.1. HO W DOES CRYPTO GRAPHY WORK? 

A cryptographic algorithm, or cipher, is a mathematical purpose utilized in the encryption and decryption 

process. A cryptographic algorithm works in combination alongside a key—a word, number, or phrase—to 

encrypt the plaintext. The alike plaintext encrypts to disparate cipher text alongside disparate keys. The 

protection of encrypted data is completely reliant on two things: the strength of the cryptographic algorithm and 

the secrecy of the key [2]. A cryptographic algorithm [3], plus all probable keys and all the protocols that make 

it work contain a cryptosystem. PGP is a cryptosystem. 

 
Figure- 1: Conventional encryption 
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1.2. CO NVENTIO NAL CRYPTO GRAPHY  

Figure 1.is an illustration of the standard encryption procedure. The chaotic picture encryption [4] might be 

made by employing properties of disorder encompassing deterministic agents, unpredictable conduct and non-

straight change. This believed prompts routines that can in the interim give protection limits and a finished 

discernible check, which could be suitable in a couple of demands. An alternate momentous examination 

nowadays is the manner by that to safeguard the licensed change of mass media substance in sight and sound 

systems. To grasp the enumerated difficulties, the two momentous picture protection advances are 

underutilizing: 

(a) Image encryption procedures to give end-to-end security when dispersing advanced substance over a 

mixture of disseminations systems, and  

(b) Watermarking systems as an instrument to accomplish copyright insurance, pro prietorship follow, and 

verification.  

In this paper, the flow scrutiny endeavors in picture encryption procedures concentrated concerning chaotic 

strategies are examined.  

Interactive mass media protection as a law is given by an arrangement or a set of methods utilized to safeguard 

the sight and sound substance. These arrangements are intensely concentrated concerning cryptography and they 

inspire whichever correspondence protection, or protection opposing robbery (Digital Entitlements Association 

and watermarking), or both. Correspondence protection of computerized pictures and text established elevated 

mass media might be fulfilled by method for average symmetric key cryptography. Such mass media might be 

dealt alongside as parallel gathering and the whole data could be encoded employing a cryptosystem, for 

example, Elevated Encryption Average (AES) or Data Encryption Average (DES). As a law, after the 

interactive mass media data is static (not a constant streaming) it can have indulged as an average binary data 

and the consented encryption procedures could be utilized.. At present, there are countless adjacent picture 

encryption calculations, for example, Arnold map [5], Tangram algorithm [6], Baker’s makeover [7], Magic 3D 

square makeover [8], and affine makeover [9] and so on.  

1.3. Preliminaries 

 Plain Text 

The original message that the person wishes to communicate with the other is defined as plain text. In 

cryptography the actual message that has to be send to the other end is given a special name as plain text.  

 Cipher Text 

The message that cannot be understood by anyone or meaningless message is what we call as cipher text. In 

cryptography the original message is transformed into non-readable message before the transmission of actual 

message. 

 Encryption 

A process of converting plain text into cipher text is called as encryption.. The process of encryption requires 

two things—an encryption algorithm and a key. An encryption algorithm means the technique th at has been 

used in encryption.  

 Decryption 

A reverse procedure of encryption is shouted as decryption. It is a procedure of changing cipher text into plain 

text. The procedure of decryption needs two things —a decryption algorithm and a key. 

 Key 

A Key is a numeric or alpha numeric text or could be a distinct symbol. The key is utilized at the period of 

encryption seizes locale on the plain text and at the period of decryption seize locale on the cipher text. * 

1.4.Purpose of cryptography 

Due to the great security advantages of cryptography it is widely used today. Following are the various goals of 

cryptography.  

 Confidentiality 

Information in computer is transmitted and has to be accessed only by the authorized party and not by anyone 

else. 

 Authentication 

The information received by any system has to check the identity of the sender that whether the information is 

arriving from an authorized person or a false identity.  

 Integrity 

Only the authorized party is allowed to modify the transmitted information. No  one in between the sender and 

receiver are allowed to alter the given message.  

 Non Repudiation 

Ensures that neither the sender, nor the receiver of message   should be able to deny the transmission.  

 Access Control 

Only the authorized parties are able to access the given information 
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1.5. Classification of Cryptography 

Encryption algorithms can be classified into two broad categories —Symmetric and Asymmetric key encryption. 

A. Symmetric Encryption 

In symmetric cryptography the key utilized for encryption is comparable to the key utilized in decryption. There 

are assorted symmetric key algorithms such as DES [10], TRIPLE DES [11], AES [12], RC4 [13], RC6 [14], 

BLOWFISH [15]. The symmetric algorithms are of two kinds:  Block ciphers and Stream ciphers 

 Block ciphers 

A block cipher [16] is a purpose that charts n bit plain text blocks to n bit cipher text blocks; n is shouted the 

block length .Use of plain text and cipher text blocks of equal size avoids data development. An n bit block 

cipher is a function E: Vn  K Vn such that for each key    K, E (P;  ) is an invertible mapping (the 

encryption function for   from Vn to Vn, written   (P). The inverse mapping is the decryption function, 

denoted by   ( )     ( ) denote that cipher text C results from encrypting plain text P under .  

 Stream Ciphers 

Stream ciphers [17] are a vital class of encryption algorithms. They encrypt individual acts (usually binary 

digits) of a plain text memo one at a period, employing an encryption makeover that varies alongside time. 

Stream ciphers are usually faster than block ciphers in hardware, and have less convoluted hardware 

circuitry .Stream .ciphers are usually categorized as being synchronous or self-synchronizing.Synchronous 

Stream Ciphers is one in which the key stream is generated independently of the plain text message and of the 

cipher text and Self-synchronizing Stream Ciphers the key-stream is generated as a function of the key and a 

fixed number of previous cipher text digits . 

B. Asymmetric encryption 

Asymmetric cryptography or public-key cryptography is cryptography [18] in which a pair of keys is utilized to 

encrypt and decrypt a memo so that it arrives securely. Initially, a web user receives an area and confidential key 

pair from a certificate authority .Any supplementary user who wants to dispatch an encrypted message can 

become the aimed recipient’s area key from a area directory. They use this key to encrypt the memo, and they 

dispatch it to the recipient. After the recipient gets the memo, they decrypt it alongside their confidential key , 

that    one else ought to have admission too. 

2. PROPOSED ALGORITHM 
In our Thesis, we have designed a new image encryption algorithm for bulk of image data. Our Proposed 

Algorithm has basically two steps. Take two images which are to be transmitted over the network with security 

and then combine those two images to make one image by using the most significant bits of both images. In our 

project, we have worked on 256- gray level image. One pixel of this type of image takes 8 bits for storage.  

 
Fig. -2:1(a) shows an 8 bit gray-scale image and Fig.1(a0) through (a7) are its eight 1-bit planes. 

It is observed from the figure that the four highest order bit planes, especially the last two, contain a significant 

amount of the visually significant data. The lower order planes contribute very less. 

 
Fig.- 3 :shows the image formed from four most significant bit planes. 

It is not visually differentiated from original image. This technique can reduce 50% storage and transmission 

cost. 
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Fig.-4: Images reconstructed using bit planes 8,7,6,5 

2.1. Key Expansion Process 

The key development procedure, that involves convoluted mathematical procedures (multiplication, 

permutation, transposition and rotation) to produce keys for the encryption procedure, is requested at the 

decoder. This advanced the computational burden to the decoder and indirectly, thi s will aid to rise the lifespan 

of the sensor nodes. Though, the generated keys have to be sent securely to the encoder for the encryption 

process. Overall, the procedure of algorithm consists of four main blocks: 

 Key Expansion Block;  

 Key Management Protocol;  

 Encryption Block;  

 Decryption Block.  

Key development is the main procedure that is utilized to produce disparate keys for encryption and decryption. 

Disparate procedures are gave in order to craft confusion and diffusion. This is to cut the potential of frail key as 

well as to rise the key strength. The round keys (Kr) are derived from the input cipher key by way of the key 

schedule. The procedure consists of two components: key development and round key selection. The key 

development performs logical procedures (XOR, XNOR), left advancing (LS), matrix multiplication employing 

fix matrix (FM), permutation employing P-table and transposition employing T-table. The methodical block 

diagram of key development and round arranging is shown in Fig.2. The input cipher key (K) is a linear array of 

64 bits, that is tear into 4 half’s of 16 bits. Every single 16 bit is coordinated in to a 4*4 matrix row-wise on that 

left shift (LS) procedure is applied[19]. The resultant is next coordinated in a 4*4 matrix column wise and 

logical procedures (XOR, XNOR) are next performed. The output aftermath of these procedures are joined to 

form a 64 bit linear array.  The obtained 64 bits are next bypassed across P- table and are coordinated in 4*4 

matrix row-wise on that left shift (LS) procedure is gave later. The left advanced matrix is next increased 

alongside a fix matrix (FM) that transforms the 16 bits data into 64 bits. The transformed 64 bits are next 

coordinated row-wise and left shift (LS) is gave on it. Every single leftshifted 64 bits are next tear into four 

column-wise 16 bit blocks on that AND & XOR procedures are gave to change them to a solitary 16 bit block. 

Nowadays the generated 16 bit blocks are more sub tear in to 4 bits coord inated column wise and XOR 

procedure is requested to produce the 4 bit keys. These keys are utilized by substitution and transposition 

methods on the 16 bit blocks to produce 4 sub keys (K1, K2, K3, K4) of 16 bits that will be utilized in the early 

four encryption rounds. The fifth sub key (K5) is generated by XOR the 4 sub keys and will be utilized in the 

fifth encryption round. 

3. RESULTS ANALYSIS 
We have used four images in our project for comparison of image encryption schemes on the three parameters - 

Encryption Quality, Correlation Coefficient and Entropy. Images used are- 

 
Fig-5: Image of a Cameraman taken for encryption, Encryption with various algorithms is available for this 

simage 
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Fig.- 6 : Encrypted Image after Block Encryption 

 

 
Fig-7: Histogram of Entropy of the image the upper histogram is original Entropy and the lower is achieved 

after application of proposed work 

 

 
Chart-1: Correlation of all images compared using all algorithms, proposed work was better for all given 

images 

 

 

Table-1: Comparison table between RSA and Proposed Algorithm only using Entropy Values  

S.no Image RSA Proposed 

1 Lena 2.30285 1.302846 

2 Barbara 2.42612 1.426124 

3 Goldhill 2.44915 1.449154 

4 Mandrill 2.37231 1.372308 

5 Rice 2.29546 1.295462 

6 Cameraman 2.31862 1.318616 
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Chart-2: Perceived Entropy of the algorithm is much higher than RSA 

 
Chart-3: Time Complexity of the algorithm is much smaller than RSA, making it Twice as fast as RSA  

 

Encryption and decryption consume a substantial number of time. As the encryption portion is requested by 

employing an easy design that merely consists of frank mathematical procedures AND, OR, XOR, XNOR, 

advancing, swapping. The Algorithm outperforms all the picture encryption algorithms encompassing RSA. Even 

the period intricacy of the algorithm is enhanced considerably, the algorithm is in finished 2-3x faster than RSA 

established Picture Encryption. 

4. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 

In this work we counsel a novel low-complexity symmetric cryptographic algorithm. It is industrialized 

established on the block encryption construction. Public key cryptography is an change and is an unavoidable 

portion of nearly all protection protocol and application. Being able to debate a public hidden amid two 

mechanisms online lacking the demand of each transaction of hidden data crafted a breakthrough in safeguard 

network/internet communication. Nevertheless hypothetically it is probable to find the public hidden from the 

obtainable area data, it will seize exponentially longer period making it usefully impossible. It is the belief in 

age-old mathematics, that discovering an facile method for reverse procedure of one-way purpose is unlikely, 

keeps the area key cryptography going. In upcoming we will work on multimedia Encryption such as AVI, 

MPEG and H.264 established videos, there additionally exists a potential. 
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